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Another addition to the highly successful Programmer's Example series, Wallace's title provides a

programming reference to Borland's Delphi development environment, one of the most popular

software development tools currently on the market. The title provides comprehensive coverage of

the compiler and specific examples of programming code as well as unique abilities and shareware

on the CD.
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A total waste of money. Includes a CD which only has hyperlinks to a non-existent web site, the

contents of the CD is contrary to what is described on the back cover. Email's sent to the publishers

regarding the CD were ignored.Do not include this book in your library. The Delphi Online Help is of

better value.

Well...I agree with all the comments submitted by the other customers. The website cannot be found

and there's no Source Code in the CD. Those who have purchased this book have been cheated by

the publisher and the author. I think all of us deserve our refunds.Don't buy this book or u will regret.

I've no choice to put 1 star..in fact no star at all for this book.Tried contacting the e-mail add in the

CD but no such mail.Spread this news around to avoid others being cheated.



I purchased this book from  in good faith assuming that it would contain data which is sorely missing

from the Delphi supplied material. To my surprise, the data I need was not put in print. Instead,

chapters 14 thru 20 are placed on the accompanying CD. OK I guess, but not convenient as a good

reference tool. When I looked on the CD to find the data I needed, I discovered the CD does not

work. I then went to the support web site, only to find that it hasn't been updated since the first week

of February, and has absolutely no usable data except an admission that the CD does not work. I

feel cheated, even to the point of fraud. I intend to pursue a refund from the publisher.  doesn't need

to tarnish their name with this kind of missrepresented work either.

Well all I can say, every now and then you get a bad apple in the bunch. If your a beginner to Delphi

start with something *Lite*. Best book i've found so far is called "Beginning Delphi 2.0: Instant

Windows Programming, by Wrox publishing. But iterate once again- SAVE YOUR MONEY, DON'T

PURCHASE "Nathan Wallace's Delphi 3 Example Book...." !!!

I was very dissatisfied with the content of the book. The examples given were very rudimentary and

offered less than the Delphi help file.
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